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Across

3. of only ordinary or moderate quality; 

neither good nor bad; barely adequate

7. full of, characterized by, or due to zeal; 

ardently active, devoted, or diligent

10. an uneasy feeling or pang of conscience 

as to conduct; compunction

11. the act of conforming, acquiescing, or 

yielding

13. inclined or disposed to war; warlike

14. of an unnatural or sickly pallor; pallid; 

lacking color

16. existing in one from birth; inborn; 

native

17. a spiritual power or personal quality 

that gives an individual influence or authority 

over large numbers of people

18. a trite, stereotyped expression; a 

sentence or phrase, usually expressing a 

popular or common thought or idea, that has 

lost originality, ingenuity, and impact by long 

overuse

19. a self-evident truth that requires no 

proof

21. liable or subject to change or alteration

22. not destructible; that cannot be 

destroyed

23. obstruction; hindrance; obstacle

26. widespread; of wide extent or 

occurrence; in general use or acceptance

28. of, pertaining to, marked by, or favoring 

reaction, especially extreme conservatism or 

rightism in politics; opposing political or 

social change

29. to make by art or skill and labor; 

construct

30. to form a notion or idea of; imagine

Down

1. producing offspring, young, fruit, etc., 

abundantly; highly fruitful

2. a person or thing that receives; receiver

4. a person or thing resorted to for help or 

protection

5. forceful; insistent

6. capable of existing or living together in 

harmony

8. strength of physical constitution; power 

to endure disease, fatigue, privation

9. a distinctive and pervasive quality or 

character; air; atmosphere

12. a statement or proposition that seems 

self-contradictory or absurd but in reality 

expresses a possible truth

15. of only ordinary or moderate quality; 

neither good nor bad; barely adequate

20. a gentle, mild breeze

24. the act or faculty of perceiving, or 

apprehending by means of the senses or of 

the mind; cognition; understanding

25. spiritless; sluggish; dull

27. having a sense of the beautiful; 

characterized by a love of beauty


